It’s time to take a
closer look at moving
your IRA to us.
And discover why more investors are making the switch
You may have started your IRA at a local bank and just never thought about moving it
anywhere else. Or you thought about it, but didn’t know who you could trust. Or, like
a lot of people, you’ve ‘had enough’ of the volatile stock market and are just looking
for a good night’s sleep. When you look closer at the features of a Smart Money IRA,
it’s clear to see why more people are switching to Smart Money Retirement Solutions.

A Name You Can Trust

Lifetime Income Benefit
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growth rate in your Income Account Value…
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ultimately designed to provide a guaranteed

integrity… and that personal touch that has

income you’ll never outlive.
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No Fees or Commissions

Guaranteed Accounts
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Multiply the Value to your Heirs
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Our accounts are also Multi-Generational

Free IRA Check-up & Analysis

friendly. This means your IRA can be passed
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opinion? Complete the information on the
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back and call today to receive our free IRA

$
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all your questions. Prepare to sleep well.
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Lee T. Tibstra, RFC
Registered Financial Consultant (RFC)

Phone 708-254-0300
www.SmartMoneyPlanners.com

x

Confidential IRA Check - up & Analysis
Name ____________________________________________________ Birthdate ___________________ Age _________
Address___________________________________________ City, St, Zip _____________________________________
Phone: (

) ________________________________ Email:____________________________________________

Spouse __________________________________________________ Birthdate ___________________ Age _________



What type of investments are you using inside your IRA?

 Mutual Funds



 Stocks

 Bank CD

 Annuity

 Other ___________________________

How comfortable are you with the financial safety this brings to your family?

 Very Comfortable

 I’m OK

 I’m Concerned

 I don’t like it!



When it comes to investing… do you consider yourself more



Which of these statements best matches your personal feelings about your nest egg:

‘conservative’



‘aggressive’

I like a fixed interest rate along with maximum safety of principal. ( growth rates of +2% to +5% )



I’m willing to accept fluctuating values in return for higher growth potential… as long as my
principal is guaranteed.
( with growth rates ranging from 0% to +20% )



I’m willing to risk some loss of principal in return for higher growth potential. (–30% to +30% )
I’m looking to hit home runs and willing to ‘bet the farm’ in return for maximum potential
gain… I understand the risks and enjoy the thrill. ( –100% to +100% )

Estimate the total value of your Retirement Accounts, IRAs or 401(k), etc.
$ _______________________________

Spouse’s value $ _______________________________

 YES

Would you be interested in growing this account by a guaranteed 13.4% this year?



or









 NO

What is the ultimate purpose for this money?



Travel



Big Purchases



Charity



College



Inheritance



 Are you currently taking your required minimum distribution? ___________
 How concerned are you about running out of money?

1

Supplement Income

Spouse? ____________

2

3

Not Concerned

4

5

Very Concerned

 Many of the people we meet with are concerned about the overall economy and what it has done

to their nest egg… ‘running out of money’ has become a top concern. Our IRA Income Account will
grow your account at a guaranteed 7% for the next 20 years… and then provide a guaranteed income
that you will never outlive. Is this an option you would like for your account?

 YES

 NO

 IRS regulations now allow you to pass your remaining IRA to your heirs on a tax-favored basis
greatly increasing its value to your children and grandchildren. Would you like to see how this
strategy might benefit your family?

 YES

 NO

